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Hominem - Quo Vadis?
Sylwester Kornowski

Abstract: Man - where are you going? Here we present a collection of 10 loose thoughts
about the mind and its state, the brain, DNA, physics, and bandits based on the ultimate
theory.

The Scale-Symmetric Theory (SST) [1], [2] is the lacking part of the ultimate theory. It
leads to following loose thoughts.
1.
The brain creates the mind but when the brain dies, the mind survives.
2.
The state of mind depends of the diligence of your brain and the integrity of life. You can
not add new elements to the mind after brain death.
3.
Your mind is a structure made up of quantum-entangled components of the granular
spacetime – it is a dark-matter structure).
4.
Your brain (whole body) is a structure made up of interacting protons, neutrons and
electrons.
5.
Billions of different DNA precursors were created incidentally billions of years ago due to
the quantum entanglement of spacetime components (they are the dark-matter structures) that
made “weddings” with selected atoms.
6.
Bad thoughts and bad deeds are ulcers on the mind.
7.
After the death of the body, the state of mind dominates and is visible to other minds.
8.
Spacetime is two fields with totally different properties, one related to gravity and the other
to other interactions, so you can not integrate all interactions by applying the same
mathematical methods.
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9.
The quark model and neutrino oscillations are purely mathematical models not realized by
Nature, but to our misfortune they are partly equivalent to descriptions based on the phase
transitions of the initial inflation field and on the atom-like structure of baryons.
10.
You can not allow scientific bandits, political bandits, economic bandits, ordinary bandits
and religious fanatics to destroy our planet, our Home. After all, honest people, there is
definitely more!
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